
 

Torchlight 2 Prismatic Boltl

there's a lot of things you can do with ice prison. you can use it to push away large groups of mobs
or use it to trap and kill a boss or elite. you can also use it to slow down and damage enemies and

crowds by freezing them in place, effectively destroying their movement and making it easy for you
to deal damage with your prismatic bolts. you can use it to stop and kill spiders, and to stun and stop
enemies. you can either use the +100% to all damage tier iii bonus or you can directly increase the
damage done per second with the tier iii bonus. the value of tier iii bonus is often in the multiplier,

but the bonus isn't always the most important part of the skill.tier iii bonus:+10% to all damage dealt
when using prismatic bolt+10% to all damage dealt when using all other spells (so prismatic bolt

scales off of it)+6% to elemental damage dealt with prismatic bolt+3% to elemental damage dealt
with all other spells+50% to maximum elemental damage+50% to max fire damage+25% to max
cold damage+25% to max lightning damagethe most important part of prismatic bolt is the tier iii
bonus, and the next most important part is the damage per second done with prismatic bolt. the
prismatic boltl is the quintessential embermage spell. the orb of fire will travel in a straight line,

dealing a good amount of damage and has a decent chance to ignite enemies, which deals
additional damage to enemies who are burning. the damage and number of enemies ignited are
both great at low levels, but the orb of fire will fall off rapidly after this. the orb of fire does not

explode like other bombs, nor does it deal aoe damage like hailstorm or cyclonic rift. the prismatic
boltl is a great support spell, but by the time you get the orb of fire, it's a bit too late to make it

worth spamming. brand is the best skill to invest in. it gives you the passive, which increases the
damage of all your spells and charge effects. the damage bonus scales with your weapon dps, which
is higher in high levels than prismatic bolt. if you want a skill that does more than the passive, look
into brand's companion, flamestrike. it deals a lot of damage to all enemies around a target, and is

the best aoe support skill for the embermage.
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the next skill is added fire. with this skill, you can increase your fire damage by
a small amount, but it's not really worth it. it's basically a chance to take a
small amount of additional fire damage. prismatic rift still applies a lot of

damage and that will more than make up for the damage increase. the last
skill in this build is increased fire damage. this skill seems like a lot at first, but
it's actually a bit lackluster. when used well, you'll be spamming prismatic bolt,

which is a critical part of the embermage's damage output. the best way to
maximize fire damage is to make sure that your weapon has the optimal fire
attack. if it doesn't have a high fire attack, then get one. you'll want to make
sure that you are spamming the button that has the most fire attack in your
weapon. if that's not possible, you'll need to throw out your weapon. you will
only use one of these skills when prismatic bolt is out, so there's no point in

wasting a skill slot on something that's only going to be used 1/3 of the time.
prismatic bolt: the embermage's main attack. everyone knows what prismatic

bolt does. you make a massive burst of fireballs, dealing high damage to
enemies in the area and high damage per second to enemies affected by

immolation aura. it's a build-agnostic skill and is the most important skill in
your arsenal.the important things to note about prismatic bolt are: there is no
% damage multiplier on prismatic bolt, only on the tier iii bonus. prismatic bolt

scales off of all other damage increases, like the embermage's other spells.
having higher elemental damage makes your prismatic bolt more powerful.

the tier iii bonus is the most important thing about prismatic bolt. 5ec8ef588b
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